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1. Introduction

Graphs (networks) are very common data structures which are handled in computers. Diagrams are
widely used to represent the graph structures visually in many information systems. In order to
automatically draw the diagrams which are, for example, state graphs, data-flow graphs, Petri nets, and
entity-relationship diagrams, basic graph drawing algorithms are required.
The state of the art in automatic drawing is surveyed comprehensively in [7,19]. There have been only a
few algorithms for general undirected graphs. This paper presents a simple but successful algorithm for
drawing undirected graphs and weighted graphs. The basic idea of our algorithm is as follows. We regard
the desirable "geometric" (Euclidean) distance between two vertices in the drawing as the "graph
theoretic" distance between them in the corresponding graph. We introduce a virtual dynamic system in
which every two vertices are connected by a "spring" of such desirable length. Then, we regard the optimal
layout of vertices as the state in which the total spring energy of the system is minimal.
The "spring" idea for drawing general graphs was introduced in [6], and similar methods were used for
drawing planar graphs with fixed boundary [2,20]. This paper brings a new significant result in graph
drawing based on the spring model.

2. Graph drawing problem
We will clarify the graph drawing problem we treat in this paper. There are really a lot of ways to
visualize graph structures. In some methods, the positions of vertices are restricted, e.g., they are placed on
grid points [1,19], concentric circles [4], or parallel lines [14,18]. Edges can be drawn as straight lines,
polygonal lines, or curves. We treat here the drawings in which the positions of vertices are not restricted
and edges are drawn as straight lines. So our purpose is to determine the positions of vertices for a given
graph G. (G is expressed by the set of vertices V and the set of edges E). And we assume that a given
graph is connected. The picture of a disconnected graph is obtained by drawing its connected components
separately. A graph can be decomposed into connected components in running time O( I V I + I E I) [15].
First of all we must discuss the fundamental conditions of the general view of a graph. The graph
structure encompasses so many kinds of structures, from trees to complete graphs, that it is difficult to
find out the common criteria of nice drawings. However, the following two requirements in drawing graphs
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Fig. 1. Symmetric and planar drawings of a graph.
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are commonly admitted [4,21]. One is to reduce the number of edge crossings, and the other is to distribute
the vertices and edges uniformly. The reduction of edge crossings can, however, be shown not to be a good
criterion as follows. Pictures with minimal number of edge crossings are not always the best. For example,
Fig. 1 shows two different drawings of a 16-vertex graph. If they are not interested in planarity, almost all
people think Fig. l(a) is better for the representation of internal structure though it has five edge crossings.
Figure l(b) sacrifices symmetry for the reduction of edge crossings. Symmetric structures should be drawn
as symmetric pictures because symmetry is a valuable characteristic of structures. Some algorithms have
really tried to draw graphs symmetrically [6,11]. This example suggests that the total balance of layout is as
important as or even more important than the reduction of edge crossings for human understanding. The
latter condition (uniformity) does imply the total balance. Accordingly, we now pay attention to how
judging the total balance of a layout. In our model, the total balance condition is formulated as the square
summation of the differences between desirable distances and real ones for all pairs of vertices.
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3. Graph drawing algorithm

3.1. Spring model

We introduce a dynamic system in which n (= 1V I) particles are mutually connected by springs. Let
PI' P2"'" Pn be the particles in a plane corresponding to the vertices Pb P2, ... , Pn E V respectively. We
relate the balanced layout of vertices to the dynamically balanced spring system. As a result, the degree of
imbalance can be formulated as the total energy of springs, i.e.,
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Pleasing layouts can be obtained by decreasing E, then the best layout is the state with minimum E in our
model. The original length (j of the spring between Pi and Pj corresponds to the desirable length between
them in the drawing, and is determined as follows. The distance dij between two vertices Pi and Pj in a
graph is defined as the length of the shortest paths between Pi and Pj [3]. Then the length (j is defined as

(2)
where L is the desirable length of a single edge in the display plane. When the display space is restricted, it
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is a good way to determine L depending on the diameter (i.e., the distance between the farthest pair [3]) of
a given graph. That is,

L

=

La/max d ij

(3)
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where L o is the length of a side of display square area.
The parameter k ij is the strength of the spring between Pi and Pj- and is determined as follows. The
expression (1) can be regarded as the square summation of the differences between desirable distances and
real ones for all pairs of particles. From this point of view, the differences per unit length is better to be
used in (1). Then, we define k ij as
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where K is a constant. The parameters lij and k i) are symmetric, i.e., 1;) = Ijl and k ij = k ji (i =f. j).
Here we analyze the properties of our spring model briefly. The density of particles does not become
large, because every two nodes are forced to keep certain distance by the tension of a spring. Note that
symmetric graphs correspond to symmetric spring systems, which result in symmetric layouts by minimizing E.

3.2. Local minimization of global energy
We prepare some definitions for describing the algorithm and outline our method. The position of a
particle in a plane is expressed by x and Y coordinate values. Let (Xl' YI), (X2' Y2), ... , (X n, Yn) be the
coordinate variables of particles PI' P2"'" Pn respectively. Then, the energy E defined as (1) is rewritten
by using these 2n variables as follows.
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Our purpose is to compute the values of these variables which nrininrize E(x l, X2,···, Xn ' YI' Y2"'" Yn)'
(Hereafter the parameters of the function E are omitted). It is, however, quite difficult to compute the
minimum, so we instead compute a local minimum.
We present a method of computing a local minimum of E from a certain initial state based on the
Newton-Raphson method [14]. The necessary condition of local minimum is as follows.
aE
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The state satisfying (6) corresponds to the dynamic state in which the forces of all springs are balanced.
The partial derivatives of (5) by Xm and Ym are as follows.

(7)
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We must solve these 2n simultaneous non-linear equations of (6). But they cannot be directly solved by
using a 2n-dimensional Newton-Raphson method, because they are not independent of one another.
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Then, we adopt another way in which only one particle Pm(x m, Ym) is moved to its stable point at a time,
freezing the other particles. That is, viewing E as a function of only X m and Ym' we compute a local
minimum of E by using a two-dimensional Newtori-Raphson method. We can obtain a local minimum
which satisfies (6) iterating this step. In each step, we choose the particle that has the largest value of lim'
which is defined as
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The coefficients of above equations (11) and (12), which are the elements of Jacobian matrix, are
computed from the partial derivatives of (7) and (8) by X m and Ym as follows.

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

The unknowns 8x and 8y can be computed from (11)-(16). The iteration (10) terminates when the value
of lim at (x;';), y~t») becomes small enough.
3.3. Algorithm
In our graph drawing algorithm, first the distance d i j must be computed for all pairs of vertices in a
given graph. For the present, we are using a simple shortest-path algorithm of Floyd [8]. Next Ii} and k ij
are computed for all pairs from d i j by the use of (2), (3) and (4). Before starting the minimization process,
the initial positions of particles must be determined. The experiments have shown that the initial positions
do not have a great influence on the resultant pictures, except for the special cases: e.g., all particles lie on
a single line. Now we are using a simple initialization by which the particles are placed on the nodes of the
10
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regular n-polygon circumscribed by a circle whose diameter is La (as for La, see (3)). After initializing the
positions, the energy E is decreased, step by step, by moving a particle to a stable position.
The algorithm is summarized in a simple form as follows.
compute d i j for 1 ~ i oF j ~ n;
compute Ii) for 1 ~ i oF j ~ n;
compute k i j for 1 ~ i oF j ~ n;
initialize Pl' P2'"'' Pn;
while (max.zi, > €){
let Pm be the particle satisfying Ll m = maxiLl i ;
while (Ll m > €){
compute ox and oy by solving (11) and (12);
x.; :=x m + ox;
Ym:= Ym + oY;
}
}
Here we discuss the computational cost of above algorithm briefly. As for d i j , 0(n 3 ) time is required
preliminarily. (We can use instead more efficient algorithms [13,16] for large graphs.) Required computational time is mainly determined by the nested while loops. In the inner loop which is the Newton-Raphson iteration, O( n) time is required to compute Ll m and to compute ox and 0Y respectively at each step.
And in the outer loop, O( n) time is required to compute the maximum of Ll i because updating each Ll i
(i oF m) after moving Pm can be performed in 0(1) time by memorizing the old position of Pm' As a result,
the time needed to terminate the while loops is O( T . n) where T is the total number of inner loops. It is
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Fig. 2. The energy minimization process.
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difficult to estimate T because T depends both on the given graphs, especially the number of vertices (n),
and on the initial positions of vertices. However, lowering the convergence precision (e ) is an effective way
to reduce T.
Figure 2 illustrates the process of minimizing E in the case of a 6-vertex graph. First the particle B is
moved (Fig. 2(b)) and next the particle F is moved (Fig. 2(c)). The final state (Fig. 2(d)) is obtained after
21 moving steps. The algorithm proposed here does not guarantee to compute the true minimum of E. In
order to prevent the energy from converging to a large local minimum, we have added a simple test to the
algorithm [10].

4. Examples
4.1. Symmetric and asymmetric graphs

We show some pictures generated by the system implementing our graph drawing algorithm. Figure 3
shows four pictures of symmetric graphs. Figure 3(a) and 3(d) are the pictures of a regular hexahedron
(cube) graph and regular dodecahedron graph respectively. They look as if they were the projected images
of a cube and a dodecahedron. Figure 3(b) shows a picture of the graph which has the triangulated internal
structure. Figure 3(c) shows a picture of the graph cited in Fig. 1. As these examples show, symmetry of
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Fig. 4. Pictures of asymmetric graphs.

graphs is visualized pleasingly as symmetric pictures in our system. Figure 4 shows two pictures of
asymmetric graphs. In these cases needless edge crossings are avoided completely.
The CPU time needed to compute a layout in these pictures is from 0.4 seconds (Fig. 3(a)) to 7.6
seconds (Fig. 3(d)) on a VAX 8600.
4.2. Isomorphic graphs

When the viewer wants to compare some graphs, it is highly required of the system to display
isomorphic graphs as the same picture. Otherwise the viewer cannot make proper comparisons from the
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Fig. 5. Pictures of isomorphic graphs.
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References
pictures. Therefore, graph drawing algorithms should meet this requirement of congruity or uniqueness of
generated pictures [17]. The problem of isomorphism determination of general graphs itself is an
intractable problem, and all known algorithms have a running time exponential on the number of vertices
in the worst case [5,9,12].
In our system, isomorphic graphs are mostly drawn as the pictures one of which can be identified with
the other by translating, rotating, and sometimes reflecting it. Figure 5 illustrates pictures of isomorphic
graphs. Figure 5(a) and 5(b) show the picture of two initial states in our algorithm. It is difficult for the
viewer to detect isomorphism from these pictures, while it is pretty easy to find out isomorphism from the
respective resultant pictures in Fig. 5(c) and 5(d). The CPU time needed to compute both layouts in Fig.
5(c) and 5(d) is about 2 seconds on a VAX 8600. On the other hand, it takes about 18 minutes CPU time
to solve this isomorphism problem combinatorially by a naive thorough search. This "drawing" approach
can be said to be a good approximate method for graph isomorphism, though the pictures of isomorphic
graphs cannot always be regarded as identical because the total spring energy does not always converge to
the same minimum in our algorithm. The judgement of isomorphism from the resultant pictures could be
done automatically by making use of the geometric attributes yielded by the drawing system. In addition,
our algorithm brings a satisfactory result as for the "likeness" of graphs. A small difference between
graphs can be found out easily from the pictures.

4.3. Weighted graphs
In order to model practical problems, weighted graphs in which "weights" are associated with edges are
often used. It is naturally required to visualize weighted graphs by regarding weights as geometric
distances in the drawing. We apply our graph drawing algorithm to weighted graphs straightforwardly. In
weighted graphs, the distance between vertices is defined as the summation of weights. Figure 6 shows two
pictures of weighted graphs generated by our system. The overall images regarding weights can be
understood intuitively from these pictures.

5. Concluding remarks
We have proposed a method of drawing general undirected graphs for human understanding. It can be
widely used in the systems which deal with network structures. Our idea is quite simple and intuitive; the
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graph theoretic distance between vertices in a graph is related to the geometric distance between them in
the drawing. As described above, our spring algorithm has many good properties; symmetric drawings, a
relatively small number of edge crossings, and almost congruent drawings of isomorphic graphs. The
precise proof of these properties is left as a challenging problem. And the study of a "constrained" version
of our algorithm by which vertices are constrained, for instance, to lie on concentric circles or on parallel
lines is underway.
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